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‘There’s always a real buzz about the film festival, 
whether in the screenings with the special guests and 
Q&As or grabbing a bite and a drink at the Festival 
HQ. I love trying to see a diverse mix of films to find 
something new and voting in the audience awards.’

Centre for the Moving Image 
The Centre for the Moving Image (CMI) is aiming to transform people’s lives 
through film – through watching, understanding and making. 

The CMI currently incorporates the world’s longest continually running film 
festival, Edinburgh International Film Festival, Scotland’s leading independent 
cinema, Filmhouse, Filmhouse Café Bar, and the Belmont Filmhouse in Aberdeen. 

Each year the CMI attracts more than 300,000 people to see films in its 
cinemas and at EIFF, screens more films than any other cinema in Scotland 
(over 730 programmes of films played at Filmhouse in 2017/18), presents the 
most diverse film programme in Aberdeen (over 450 programmes of films 
played at Belmont Filmhouse in 2017/18), and has more than 50 countries 
represented each year across its screening programmes.

The CMI works with over 200 partner organisations in delivering screenings, 
events and activities, including working with Hopscotch and Digicult in 
delivering the Scottish Film Talent Network.

The CMI has also delivered several major programmes over the last three 
years: the national film education programme, Understanding Cinema in 
partnership with the Cinematheque Francaise; Martin Scorsese Presents: 
Masterpieces of Polish Cinema in 2015; and Adapting Miss Highsmith in 2016. 

Belmont Filmhouse is a member of Culture Aberdeen, Filmhouse is a 
founding member of Edinburgh Cultural Venues Group, and EIFF is a 
founding member of Festivals Edinburgh. 

The CMI is a registered charity, generating almost two thirds of its income 
through its trading activities (box office, café bar, sponsorship), with the rest 
coming from public funding and individual donations.
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Chief Executive’s Report 
The sun shone on this year’s Festival in every sense.

In Scotland’s Year of Young People, young people were very much at the 
centre of this year’s Festival – as filmmakers, as festival curators, and of 
course as audiences. We attracted almost 300 Young & the Wild delegates, 
and more than 4,000 admissions across our dedicated programme of 
masterclasses, events, seminars, school screenings and awards shows. And 
our Young Programmers and Youth Advisory Group were instrumental in 
both the programming and delivery of the events.

Across the rest of the Festival we had a fantastic array of films, guests and 
events, and with Edinburgh providing the warmest of welcomes, audiences 
and delegates responded enthusiastically. 

EIFF places itself at the heart of discovering, debating and understanding 
the diversity of films and filmmakers from across the world – and this year 
has been no different. A total of 59 different countries were represented 
through the films, filmmaker guests, industry delegates, talent lab 
participants, and of course in the staff and volunteer team.

EIFF only happens because of the shared passion and belief of all our staff 
and partners – from public funders, to sponsors, to individual donors, to 
venues, to the press, and to sales agents, distributors and filmmakers. Thanks 
to each and every one of you. But above all, thanks to our audiences who 
continue to respond so positively and knowledgeably to the depth and 
breadth of Mark’s artistic programme.

Welcome to our review of the 72nd Edinburgh International Film Festival.

Ken Hay 
CEO
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Artistic Director’s Report
The blissful June summer sunshine helped make 
EIFF 2018 one of the most enjoyable festivals in 
many years, with audiences and guests relishing both 
the vibrant and exciting programme alongside the 
opportunity to stroll the Edinburgh streets in-between 
events. Films, receptions and events were all well 
attended, and while the World Cup matches were a 
distraction for a few, the varied film, education and 
industry programmes were far bigger attractions.

The only dash of rain came the weekend before the festival kicked off, but even 
that couldn’t dampen the enthusiasm of folk who make the now annual trip to 
the free outdoor screenings in St Andrew Square for Film Fest in the City.

The Opening Night Gala Puzzle was attended by star Kelly Macdonald who 
enchanted film fans on the red carpet, with invited guests helping launch the 
festival with the Opening Night Party at the nearby Teviot Row House. 

Highlights of the festival included the Family Gala screening of Disney-Pixar 
favourite Incredibles 2; tense Scottish drama Calibre, starring Jack Lowden, 
which won the Michael Powell Award for Best British Film; the audience-
pleasing Hearts Beat Loud, featuring Nick Offerman and Kiersey Clemons; 
the hit thriller Searching, starring John Cho; spy thriller The Negotiator, 
featuring Jon Hamm and Rosamund Pike; French comedy delight C’est la 
vie!; Spanish Gothic horror film The Secret of Marrowbone, starring George 
MacKay; raucous Australian comedy Flammable Children, starring Guy Pearce 
and Kylie Minogue; the World Premiere of Almost Fashionable: A Film About 
Travis, directed by Travis frontman Fran Healy (with the film also winning the 
Audience Award); local documentary maker Mark Cousin’s film The Eyes of 
Orson Welles and the UK premiere of delightful Scottish cult hit Anna and the 
Apocalypse, attended by the cast and crew.

Our special events included EIFF Play: Blade – a dark immersive experience 
delivered in partnership with Hidden Door and New Media Scotland and with 
support from Sir Ewan and Lady Brown, and a screening of Jaws, with the RSNO 
performing the score live.

In Person events at this year’s festival were on-stage interviews with David 
Hare, George MacKay, Rob Brydon, Stephen Moyer and Anna Paquin, while 
guests attending the festival included Natalie Dormer, Billy Zane, Andrew 
Scott, Billie Piper, Mia Goth, Melissa George, Ben Elton and Kevin Macdonald 
(whose documentary Whitney won the Best Documentary Award).

The festival’s annual retrospective took a look back the 1980s with a special 
section celebrating American women directors from the period; the national 
cinema focus shone the spotlight on the best of new Canadian cinema; 
Scotland’s Year of Young People was fostered in the Festival’s Young & the 
Wild strand, which hosted a series of events aimed at young people, and 
EIFF’s industry programme worked closely with filmmakers and industry 
attendees to examine trends in moving image culture, as well as staging its 
annual Works in Progress event.

The festival wrapped in glorious sunshine with the UK premiere of Swimming 
With Men attended by the cast, including Rob Brydon, Rupert Graves, Jane 
Horrocks, Daniel Mays, Charlotte Riley and Thomas Turgoose, which brought 
it to a fitting end.

Mark Adams EIFF Artistic Director
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121 new features
49 countries represented

EIFF facts and 
figures

93% 

of attendees rated the quality 
of the Festival programme as 

very good or good

94% 

rated their experience at 
the Festival as very good  

or good

95% 

would recommend the 
Festival to friends or 

relatives

88% 

agreed that their visit 
to the Festival has given 
them the chance to see 

artists and performances 
that they otherwise 
would not get to see

80% 

consider the Festival a 
must-see event

72nd edition

66,500 festival-goers

630 filmmaker guests
215 accredited press
800 industry delegates

Premieres
20 World 
11 International
10 European
75 UK
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‘Experiencing film at a festival is much more alive, 
energetic and diverse. You often get to hear from the 
directors/writers and actors and learn about their 
process and motivation. You are also in a room full 
of people who really love film which is palpable when 
you walk in to a theatre. There’s nothing like it!’

Our Audience
EIFF has seen its 7th successive year of increased attendance, welcoming 
festival-goers from all over the world, a variety of backgrounds and ages. Our 
programme reflects the world in all its diversity, and we endeavour to ensure 
our audiences are as diverse as the screenings and events we present. 

Edinburgh 

50%
Elsewhere 
in Scotland 

22%

Elsewhere 
 in UK  

Prefer not to say 

 2%

Europe

17%

GeographyEmployment

Working 
full time or 
part time 

51%
Retired 

18%

10%

Self-
employed

Full time 
student

Unemployed

3% 

Prefer not to say 2% 

Other 3% 

Under 18

3% 

Gender

Female 

56%

Male

41%
Non-binary

1%

Age

40-49 

21%

50-59 

13%

60+ 

19%

30-39 

19%

19-30 

25%

Rest of World

6% 5%

14%

‘It was a brilliant experience. Very well organised, 
fantastic venues, wonderful staff. And most 
importantly - an exceptional selection of films!’ 
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Press
‘The very best in cinema’ BBC News

This year’s Festival saw an array of high profile premieres, a number of A-list 
talent descend on the city and widespread support across the city. 

In total, the press and PR campaign achieved over 3,000 pieces of coverage 
across a range of Print, Broadcast and Online media which achieved an 
advertising value equivalent of over £5M.

The response from press was overwhelmingly positive and coverage was 
widespread and far reaching. The talent in attendance at this year’s Festival 
were supportive and completed a number of interviews during the Festival 
and a number of previews and features ran in the lead up to and during the 
Festival. 

Highlights included: 

A well-received Programme Launch with coverage running across STV 
(running on both News and Live at Five), BBC Radio Scotland, the Global 
network and print coverage in The Scotsman, The Herald, The Times and 
Metro with stories running online with Deadline amongst others

The Festival hosted a total of 26 red carpet and photocall events this year, 
with a glittering list of talent in attendance, including Kelly Macdonald, 
George Mackay, Sadie Frost, Billie Piper, Anna Paquin, Stephen Moyer, Natalie 
Dormer, Rob Brydon, Charlotte Riley and many more… 

Over 200 members of press were accredited with key national outlets 
representing the Festival as well as international press guests such as Screen 
International, Variety and The Hollywood Reporter covering a range of new 
stories

Scottish press were supportive with outlets including BBC Radio Scotland, 
The List, The Skinny, The Scotsman, The Herald and Daily Record covering 
widely. Red carpets and photo calls were hugely successful resulting in broad 
pick-up across high traffic outlets such as the MailOnline, Press Association, 
Yahoo! and the BBC.

›

›

›

›
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Marketing
Distribution
100,00 brochures were distributed throughout Scotland. EIFF 2018 saw a 
much wider geographical distribution of the brochure than had previously 
been carried out. The brochure was present in Edinburgh, Glasgow and 
Prestwick airports, all major train stations, and shopping centres, cultural and 
arts venues and service stations throughout Scotland, giving the campaign 
huge reach. 

Outdoor
To bolster the vast brochure distribution strategy we employed a 
comprehensive outdoor advertising campaign. Through this campaign we 
reached millions of Scottish adults, in Edinburgh, Glasgow, Dundee and 
Perth. Alongside this we reached frequent air travellers by placing 6 sheets at 
arrivals and departures at Edinburgh Airport, Scotland’s busiest airport with 
over 13m passengers a year.

Reach of campaign:
Edinburgh Airport – 1.4m impressions in 2 week campaign

Bus t-sides – 1.1m impressions in 2 week campaign

Scotrail passenger panels – 3m journeys in 2 week campaign

4 sheets:

Glasgow Queen Street – 644,311

Glasgow Central – 1,369,317

Dundee – 72,250

Perth – 46,262

Haymarket – 131,086

Buchanan Street Subway – 95,525

St Enoch Subway – 71,418

Hillhead Subway – 72,453

Lamp-post banners – 400,000 in 2 week campaign

›

›

›

›

›

›

›

›

›

›

›

›

›

Media Partnerships
EIFF utilises a number of media 
partnerships each year to increase editorial 
coverage and secure digital and print advertising 
at a reduced rate, whilst reaching people throughout 
the UK. We were delighted to work with:

The List

Little White Lites

The Skinny

The Sunday Times (Scotland)

The Sunday Times (Scotland)
For the first time we worked with The Sunday 
Times (Scotland). The Sunday Times is 
the number one Sunday quality 
newspaper in Scotland with 48,385 
copies sold each week, and read by 
126,000. The title is renowned for its world-
class investigative journalism, the authority of 
its opinion pages, and the breadth and depth of its 
features. As well as enhanced editorial coverage, there 
were print adverts and a 24 page supplement.

The Skinny
Having worked closely with The Skinny on a number of projects 
at Filmhouse it was a natural progression in our established 
partnership. Their readership is one of our target audiences, and we are 
consistently impressed by their editorial coverage. Through the partnership 
we received; an in-depth ‘digital supplement’ exploring the EIFF programme, 
with dedicated subsection on theskinny.co.uk, social media engagement, a 
DPS of preview content in the June issue, a competition online and posted to 
socials/shared via The Zap – their eNewsletter.

›

›
›

›



Digital

72% 

book online  
[up 9%]

up 
4% 

Facebook likes

up 
11% 

Twitter followers

up 
38% 

Instagram 
followers

up 
13% 

Email subscribers

up 
244% 

YouTube views

80% 

Films  
live-tweeted

4.3m 

Facebook 
impressions  

[up 27%]

3.2m 

Twitter 
impressions  

[up 6%]
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Britta Tabrit @TirbatTabrit
Congrats guys on a great world premiere, that’s so 
exciting! #ThePartingGlass

CGiii @CGiiiFilm
A great big THANK YOU @edfilmfest & 
#SwimmingWithMen - great festival, great closing 
film - #edfilmfest... until next year!

Matthew Turner @FilmFan1971
The great Joe Dante introducing a late night 
screening of The Howling at #edfilmfest

KatieHogan @HoganShogan
Thanks #Edinburgh & @edfilmfest for an amazing 
week! Wish I could have stayed longer. Until next 
year!

Sable @SableLer
Another brilliant #animation shorts programme by 
the fabulous @IainGardnerAnim at @edfilmfest So 
many amazing talents - British animation certainly 
matters! #Edinburgh #film #festival
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Industry and Talent 
Development
EIFF’s Industry and Talent Development programmes continue to offer a 
wide spectrum of industry events covering all areas of the filmmaking chain 
from development to distribution and exhibition.

Over 1350 passholders took part in industry and talent-focused activity at 
EIFF in 2018, with events, talks and workshops taking place throughout the 
Festival. Press and Industry screenings ran daily with a high number of titles 
available through EIFF’s online video library, the EIFF Videotheque.

At our dedicated Industry Centre, sponsored by Netflix, daily networking 
events took place alongside over 50 industry events addressing topics including 
development, financing and production. Distribution Rewired took place for the 
fourth year providing a two day focus and project marketplace dedicated to new 
and emerging distribution models, with speakers including representatives from 
MUBI, Curzon, LUSH and aggregators Under The Milky Way.

Now in its fourth year EIFF Works in Progress presented 10 new UK projects 
to an invited industry audience of sales agents, distributors, funders and 
festival programmers with the aim of supporting the filmmakers in their 
ambitions to reach completion, festival selection or release. This 
year’s winner was the Scottish documentary Riding The Wave by 
Martyn Robertson.

The 2018 programme built on the Canadian Focus with 
formal meetings for UK and Canadian producers to help 
build future partnerships, and we continued our partnership with 
Wellcome who supported our Screenwriter in Residence programme, 
with award-wining writer Nicole Taylor being selected for 2018 to spend 
the year engaging with biomedical researchers in Edinburgh to help 
develop project ideas. Now in its eighth edition EIFF Talent Lab welcomed 
30 emerging writers, directors and producers to take part in the four day 
programme sitting at the heart of the Industry programme. 

EIFF’s Industry programme closed with a special focus on adapting books 
for screen including a panel discussion with established screenwriters Olivia 
Hetreed, Andrea Gibb, Paul Laverty and Stephan Elliot.

‘It was just a fantastic atmosphere and it felt like the 
right place to be if you’re in film and at any level’ 

‘The Edinburgh Film Festival is one of the best places to 
make professional film contacts in the UK.’
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Education
2018 was an exciting year for Education at EIFF. We marked 
Scotland’s Year of Young People with a commitment to design 
and deliver a Festival with young people at its very heart. 

We dedicated an entire strand, The Young & the Wild, to 
highlighting films, works and stories by, about and for young 
people, and welcomed over 1,000 school children to special 
screenings, talks and workshops, celebrating their creativity 
with the 10th anniversary of our Edinburgh & Lothians Schools 
Film Competition.

We rebranded and expanded our free lecture series, Reel Talk 
and launched a new academic publication, The Film Education 
Journal at the inaugural Scottish International Film Education 
Conference.

Over 3,200 people participated in EIFF’s education activity in 
2018, a 25% increase from 2017’s Festival.
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Highlights included:

EIFF Youth Hub was rebranded and expanded to celebrate the Year of Young 
People 2018. Now called The Young & the Wild, with its own pop up venue 
at The Cornerstone Centre (The Young & the Wild HQ) and supported 
by EventScotland and Baillie Gifford, the strand offered a packed nine day 
programme for 15-25 year olds. Events included cutting edge film screenings, 
careers advice sessions, workshops and Q&As with inspiring speakers, including 
Kevin Guthrie, Mark Cousins and Disney-Pixar Technical Director, Fran Kalal. 
With 931 young people attending these events, participation was up by 64% 
compared to 2017. The Young & the Wild events also received universal 
positive feedback from attendees, speakers and sponsors.

Young Programmers gave 16 young people, aged 15-19, the opportunity 
to select films for EIFF that would directly appeal to young audiences. They 
curated a programme of short films and recommended 20% of the features 
in the EIFF programme. They also hosted events at the Young & the Wild HQ, 
introduced some of their badged films and led Q&A sessions with international 
filmmaker guests. As part of YOYP, we also set up a Youth Advisory Group 
of film fans aged 20-25 to co-design, launch and shortlist the inaugural New 
Visions Short Film Competition. This gave young filmmakers aged 14-25 an 
opportunity to show their work at EIFF and join the ranks of other filmmakers 
in competition.

The Student Critics Programme returned with support from James and 
Morag Anderson, with 10 students spending a week watching films and 
learning to craft reviews under the mentorship of leading film critics Jonathan 
Romney, Amber Wilkinson, Rhianna Dhillon and Simran Hans. Extensive 
marketing led to a 50% increase in applications to join the programme, with 
153 entries from the UK and Poland. We enhanced the 2018 programme to 
include a wider range of written tasks and introduced training sessions on 
interviewing, broadcasting and pitching for work.
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Edinburgh & Lothians Schools Film Competition celebrated 10 years of 
putting local young people centre screen. This free to enter competition 
gives pupils from all Primary, Secondary, Special and Nursery Schools in 
Edinburgh and Lothian the opportunity to have their films screened
at EIFF. Awards were judged and presented by the 11 members of the ESFC
Youth Jury who spent 3 months being trained in film appreciation, selection
and public speaking. This year attracted 86 entries from 41 schools across 
Edinburgh and Lothians and special guest, Grant Stott, presented the Best 
Film award for Secondary schools. 

Understanding Cinema is our national film education and film making 
project. Now in its seventh year, we worked with primary pupils from 
Granton (Edinburgh), Lorne (Edinburgh), St Charles RC (Glasgow), Glendale 
(Glasgow), Inverbrothock (Angus), Burnside (Angus), Mosstodloch and 

Dingwall (Highland & Moray). Throughout the academic year, pupils and 
teachers worked with professional film tutors to learn about film language 
and film making and to explore the theme of ‘Places and Stories’. The 
project culminated with world premieres of their final short films at EIFF 
in June. Here, 187 children attended to watch their films and discuss their 
work in Filmhouse 1. St Charles RC also travelled to Paris for a special 
screening of their film Le Jardin at the Cinémathèque Française, as part of 
the annual Cinema, Cent ans De Jeunesse project.

This year’s EIFF free lecture series was a great success. It was rebranded as 
“Reel Talk”, expanded to cover most Festival strands and fully embedded 
within the Festival programme. With the participation of academics from 
the universities of Edinburgh, St Andrew’s and Stirling, these sessions were 
attended by over 400 people, an increase from the previous year. One 
lecture, Paranoia and Politics in American Film, was also recorded then 
streamed as a podcast online as “The Whiskey Rebellion at EIFF”.

2018 saw the launch of The Film Education Journal at the inaugural 
Scottish International Film Education Conference, held on the first 
day of EIFF. A world first, the Journal is the only publication dedicated to 
exploring how educators, policymakers, academics, cultural agencies and 
film-makers engage with film pedagogy. It is a bi-annual, online, open-
access, peer-reviewed journal published by the UCL Institute of Education 
in partnership with the British Film Institute, Creative Scotland, Centre for 
the Moving Image and Transgressive North. The Conference was host to 
some of the leading academics in the field of film education, and included 
many esteemed international speakers including celebrated Burkina Faso 
filmmaker and educator, Gaston Kabore.

Annual Report 2018
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EIFF is committed to celebrating a diverse range of experiences through its 
programming, broadening discussion about the role of film as a catalyst for 
debate and a platform for unheard voices.

Audio Description and Hard of Hearing Captions
The Edinburgh International Film Festival Programme Planning team reached 
out to film distributors and sales agents in advance of this year’s Festival to 
assess the access facilities they have available for EIFF-programmed titles. 
This was the first year that these facilities were investigated so much in 
advance of the Festival, and because of this, audiences were offered several 
films with Audio Description (AD) and Hard of Hearing Captions (HoH). Titles 
included were Calibre, Time Trial and Puzzle.

Additionally, some HoH screenings which were introduced by Festival 
programmers and filmmaker guests (Calibre, Time Trial, Fast Times at 
Ridgemont High and Day of the Dead) had introduction notes were provided 
as hand-outs to audience members attended these events. British Sign 
Language interpreters were also onstage for the introductions and Q&A 
sections for Time Trial and Calibre.

The BSL interpreter for Time Trial sent in some comments about the facilities 
provided at the screening: As for feedback, I felt it was overwhelmingly positive. 
The staff were wonderful, very helpful! The event was very interesting and all the 
measures that you put in place e.g. the intro sheet, where great. Those types of 
things, in my experience, are often not thought of.
 
The Time of the Signs three-part retrospective programme was conceived 
and curated by EIFF Senior Programmer Niall Greig Fulton, who explained its 
conception: “I conceived the Time of the Signs retrospective during my visit to 
Sundance Film Festival in 2017. Inspiration was initially provided by two key events 
that took place at that time, the inauguration of Donald Trump, and the Women’s 
March that took place in Park City. As the idea developed, I realised that revisiting 
certain elements of 1980s American cinema would allow us to hold an interesting 
mirror of sorts up to the political and social climate of the US as it is today.”

Equalities, Diversity and 
Inclusion

Behind the Curtain: Women & EIFF

Working Girls: The Time of the SIgns



Diversity in LGBTQ+ Programming
Despite the significant increase in LGBTQ+ representation on screen in recent years, there is still a 
considerable gap with regards to the diversity of this representation. As part of the EIFF Industry 
programme this year, a panel discussion took place addressing the process of programming LGBTQ+ 
film on the 28th of June.

Panellists included Helen Wright of the Scottish Queer International Film Festival, Lydia Beilby (Shorts 
Programmer) and Kim Knowles (Experimental Programmer) of EIFF, filmmaker Madeleine Olnek, 
and moderated by Roisin Geraghty of GAZE LGBT Film Festival Dublin. Topics examined include the 
recent mainstreaming of certain areas of the community, and the ways in which this impacts the 
programming and subsequent reception of LGBTQ+ cinema.
 

Behind the Curtain: Women & EIFF
As part of the Unlocking the Archives strand, EIFF held a special event called Behind the Curtain: 
Women & EIFF with former EIFF director Lynda Myles (1973–1980) and Rachel Hosker, Archive 
Manager at University of Edinburgh. The discussion with Myles, the first female director of a film 
festival in the world, centred on her former role and the development of the first festival focused 
on women in cinema. Myles staged the first ever event at EIFF devoted to women and filmmaking in 
1972, a series of debates and screenings which led to Laura Mulvey’s influential work Visual Pleasure 
and Narrative Cinema. Using archival footage, the event examined EIFF’s pioneering sensibilities and 
heritage, as well as its influence on the wider film industry.
 

LGBTQ+ Films at EIFF 2018
This year at EIFF, films with themes regarding LGBTQ+ issue were represented in the fiction, 
documentary, and experimental categories of the Festival strands. Real stories of LGBTQ+ individuals 
were portrayed in such EIFF documentaries as Miss Maria, Skirting the Mountain, Luk’Luk’I, George 
Michael: Freedom - Director’s Cut, The Gospel According to André, Larger Than Life: The Kevyn Aucoin 
Story, as well as the seminal queer cult classic, Paris is Burning.

Time Trial Paris is BurningCalibre

George Michael: Freedom - Director’s Cut
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Recycling & Waste 
Reduction
Filmhouse, EIFF’s Festival HQ, 
recycles with Change Works, a 
company that monitors and helps 
reduce waste, carbon and costs.

Filmhouse has minimal general waste 
bins in public areas, with extra bins 
for recyclable and biodegradable 
waste outside the cinemas in order 
to encourage our customers and 
staff to be mindful and recycle. 

We try and reduce plastic waste 
where possible. We now re-use our 
office washing up liquid bottles by 
refilling them at a local green store.

We always make an effort to re-use 
padded envelopes and boxes for 
outgoing postage deliveries.

All takeaway cups and glasses served 
at Filmhouse Café Bar are bio-
degradable. 

Travel
EIFF staff are encouraged to cycle, 
walk or use buses when travelling to 
and from work.

For UK based travel, staff use trains 
whenever possible in order to avoid 
short-haul flights.

For Edinburgh based business travel, 
we use Central Taxis, a company 
committed to environmental 
sustainability and reducing their 
carbon footprint.

Digital Film
We have a fibre leased line at 
Filmhouse which enables us to 
receive films over the network. We 
are committed to move away from 
physical delivery in order to save 
time and avoid any emissions related 
to courier delivery.

Events
Our EIFF industry centre use jugs 
of water rather than bottled water 
for their industry panels, Q&A’s and 
events. 

We strongly encourage EIFF guests 
based in the UK to travel by train in 
order to avoid short-haul flights.

We are looking into using 
biodegradable passes and lanyards 
for EIFF next year.

Staff & Audience 
Engagement
Our environmental policy is 
included in all EIFF job descriptions 
and contracts.

Our recycling procedures are 
taught as part of staff inductions.

Staff packs for EIFF volunteers are 
paperless and available online via a 
downloadable form.

All EIFF managers are encouraged, 
where possible, to go paperless and 
use Google Docs or other online 
spreadsheets in communicating 
information with staff.

The EIFF environmental policy 
is available to view on the EIFF 
website.

We have a green champion is 
every department who looks after 
different areas of the building and 
keeps staff informed.

A green champion section is 
included in our internal staff 
newsletter to help highlight our 
environmental progress.

Resource Efficiency 
Scotland
This year EIFF (through its parent, 
CMI) has continued its pledge with 
Resource Efficiency Scotland and 
are working towards the silver 
award. 

Environment
Edinburgh International Film Festival is committed to managing its environmental impact. We have been part of the Green Arts Initiative since 2013 and are 
continually striving for ways to reduce our carbon footprint. We are proud to be part of the Festivals Edinburgh Environmental Sustainability Working Group, 
and to work closely with the City of Edinburgh Council, Creative Scotland and Creative Carbon Scotland. 
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Income and Expenditure Staff/Board
EIFF is delivered by experienced management, programme creation and 
delivery teams.

Board 
Carol Flockhart  
(Chair)

Sarah Baxter

Alison Cornwell

Gavin Davis

Phil Denning

Brandon Malone

Colan Mehaffey 

Katharine Otway 

Ian Tudhope

Senior Executive Team
Ken Hay Chief Executive Officer

Caroline Whyteside Chief Operating Officer

Mark Adams Artistic Director

Diane Henderson Deputy Artistic Director

David Boyd Head of Technical 

Holly Daniel Head of Industry and Talent Development

Robert Howie Head of Filmhouse Trading 

Rod White Head of Programming, Filmhouse Cinemas

Juliet Tweedie Head of Development

Kirsty Tough Head of Marketing

Yvonne Smith Head of Cinema Operations

Yvonne Gordon Head of Education and Learning 

James Rice Head of Business Systems

Public 
Sector 
Grants 

62%
Box Office 

Sales

13%

Donations 

Sponsorship

9%

Where the money comes from

Film and 
Submission Fees 

9%

Programme 
Delivery 

77%

Marketing 
and 

Fundraising

14%

Overheads 

9%

Where the money is spent

7%



Thank You
2018 was a special year for Edinburgh International Film Festival as we 
welcomed more festival-goers than ever from across the world, screened 
some of the world’s best new cinema, and celebrated Scotland’s Year of 
Young People through an exciting programme designed by young people for 
young people. 

The dedication and passion of our supporters is vital in making this all 
possible and ensuring EIFF continues to be world-class each year. We 
would like to say a huge thank you to all of our funders, donors, partners, 
supporters, cultural funders, programme, venue and media partners.

EIFF could not happen without the generous support of its funders Creative 
Scotland, the British Film Institute, the Scottish Government’s Festivals Expo 
Fund, City of Edinburgh Council and EventScotland.

We truly appreciate the support from our donors who share our ambitions to 
be a world-leading festival of discovery, diversity and debate. We would like 
to specifically thank James and Morag Anderson, whose generosity enabled 
us to highlight the best of new and classic European cinema, and run our 
expanded Student Critics programme, an intensive programme for students 
from Scotland and Poland to attend EIFF and be mentored by professional 
film critics. We would also like to say a special thank you to Sir Ewan and Lady 
Brown, supporting our initiatives to bring new audiences to the Festival, 
through EIFF Play, our exciting event cinema experience, and the People’s 
Premiere Gala. 

As a registered charity, partnerships play a pivotal role for EIFF, and we are 
always looking for new relationships, tailoring bespoke sponsorships to meet 
your objectives. Supporting EIFF is an exciting opportunity to partner with 
one of the world’s best film festivals, and a national charity dedicated to 
transforming people’s lives through film.

If you would like to find out more about working with EIFF, please contact our 
development team on 0131 228 6382 or development@cmi-scotland.co.uk,  
or find out more at www.edfilmfest.org.uk/support-us.
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‘Really great festival. I was amazed at the Netflix 
partnership. That brings a huge amount of weight 
for many aspiring film makers.’

Edinburgh International Film Festival
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EIFF would also like to thank

Cultural Funders
Agência Nacional do Cinema 
Austrian Cultural Forum London
Confucius Institute for Scotland
Culture Ireland
Embassy of the Kingdom of the 
Netherlands
German Films
Great British Sasakawa 
Foundation
Italian Cultural Institute 
Norwegian Film Institute
Polish Cultural Institute
Romanian Cultural Institute
Swiss Films
The Embassy of Switzerland in 
the UK
The Ministry of Digital Policy, 
Telecommunications and Media 
of Greece

Trusts
Aberbrothock Skea Trust
Alexander Moncur Trust
Dr Guthrie’s Association
Gordon Fraser Charitable Trust
Hugh Fraser Foundation
The Mickel Fund
Turtleton Charitable Trust

Others
Abbotsford - The Home of Sir
Walter Scott
Aberystwyth University
Aizle
Auld Reekie Tours
Barburrito
BrewDog
Byron 
Café/Bar at Eden Locke
Camera Obscura and World of 
Illusions 
Charlie Miller 
Croma

David Bann
Dishoom
Eden Locke
Edinburgh Bus Tours
Fazenda
Glenkinchie Distillery
Hawkhead Kitchen
Hawico 
Howies Restaurants
iQ Superfood Chocolate 
Jupiter Artland
Lauren Gollan Academy of Make-
Up Artistry 
Le Monde
L’Escargot Blanc
L’Escargot Bleu
Leuchtturm1917 
MAC Cosmetics 
Mercat Tours
MILK
Rabbie’s Tours
SANDEMANs New Edinburgh 
Tours
Scotch Whisky Experience
Scott’s Kitchen
The Apartment 
The Cambridge Satchel Co.
The Fountain
The Ghost Bus Tours
The Haymarket
The Khukuri
The Mitre 
The National Library of Scotland
The National Museum of Scotland
The Royal Yacht Britannia 
The Signature Group
The Wee Restaurant
Wedgwood
White Horse

media partners

programme partners

donors 

venue supporters

venue partners

partners

with special thanks to 
James and Morag Anderson

Sir Ewan and Lady Brown
Billy and Karin Lowe

And all of EIFF’s major donors

major partners

funders

supporters

Annual Report 2018

Investment managers
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CMI Visions and Values
We believe in transforming lives through the watching, making and 
understanding of film. We are guided by our values, which underpin all of our 
work.

Inclusive

We believe in diversity, are committed to equality and are open, accessible 
and respectful

We believe in working collaboratively with individuals and organisations to 
make a difference

We actively seek out and work with people and organisations with a wide 
range of voices, with different experiences and from different backgrounds 
to ensure that our work is authentic.

Inspiring

We are focused on artistic quality and excellence

We are confident and positive

We are leaders in our field

Innovative

We are creative and passionate

We are bold and inquisitive

We challenge and take risks

Integrity

We are professional, accountable and transparent

We are authentic, engaging and honest

We believe in independence of voice and genuine choice for audiences

We believe in developing and delivering our strategy sustainably

Contact Us 
Visit edfilmfest.org.uk for news, blogs and more information about the 
Festival. 

View Festival videos our YouTube channel EIFFtv www.youtube.com/eifftv

   edfilmfest

If you would like to find out more about sponsorship of the Film Festival or 
support our work, please contact our development team on 0131 228 6382 
or development@cmi-scotland.co.uk

www.edfilmfest.org.uk/support-us
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Next Festival
19 – 30 June 2019
Full programme will be  
announced on  
Wed 29 May 2019
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The Edinburgh International Film Festival Limited 
is a subsidiary of the Centre for the Moving Image. 

Registered in Scotland No: SC132453. VAT No: 502 548861.

Registered Office: 88 Lothian Road, EDINBURGH EH3 9BZ.

The Centre for the Moving Image is a company limited by 
guarantee with charitable status. 

Scottish Charity No. SC006793


